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Energy Storage for Renters 

Energy storage for renters is a global problem affecting 36% of all households or 1.2 Billion apartment 
renters. Renter households represent 1000s of gigawatts of energy storage potential that is not being 
adequately addressed by energy utility providers.  In the US, there are 44 million US renter households, 
consisting of single-family units and multi-unit dwellings, such as condos and apartments.  Current 
residential energy storage solutions are not really available to renters, where costs often exceed $25k 
and installation isn’t physically feasible.   
 

Personal Energy Platform™ (PEP™) 

PEP is a portable energy storage solution.  PEP was designed to allow ALL energy consumers, whether 
they own their home or rent an apartment, to lower costs and have backup power.  PEP is a consumer-
oriented solution that doesn’t require permits or approvals of utilities, agencies, or landlords. PEP is 
attractively designed to be placed inside the home on a table, desktop, nightstand, countertop, floor, or 
wall. 
 

                                               
 PEP prototype powering a fridge, microwave, 
smart home device, and phone/charger 

 
 

 
 

Outputs 
• Plug and play any AC appliance 

• DC ports eliminate cord clutter 

• USB ports for smaller devices 

Inputs 
• AC grid power 

• Renewable solar & wind power 

• Connect multiple PEPs for 
added capacity 

 
PEP prototype side view 

100% Consumer Controlled 

• Lower Utility Bills 

• Lower Carbon Emissions 

• Integrated Renewables 

• Web & Mobile App 
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PEP consists of a super-smart power management system, a battery management system, internal 
batteries providing backup capability, accesses 120V/240V grid power via an AC wall outlet, supports 
direct connections of renewable sources like solar and wind, and provides power to multiple directly 
connected AC and DC end devices. Each PEP intelligently manages power for up to 8 attached devices.  
 

Device Level Energy Control 

Renters are concerned about rising energy costs and increasing power outages.  Providing renters with 
device level energy control addresses these concerns.  Renters can place multiple PEPs around their 
home to have automatic uninterrupted backup power for their most critical devices.  
 
Simply plug PEP into any wall outlet, plug your devices into the platform, quickly setup via the mobile 
app, and PEP operates autonomously 24/7/365 without further intervention. PEP use doesn’t involve 
utilities, government agencies, or landlord approvals or permits. PEP learns when to purchase the lowest 
cost cleanest power, when to use stored energy to lower electric bills, maintains uninterrupted power 
during grid outages without the need to swap device power cords, and based on your preferences keeps 

you informed on outage events and durations.   
 

Energy Efficiency 

Why is energy efficiency important?  When you can achieve energy efficiency of 10% that equates to 
10% lower costs and 10% lower CO2 emissions, while still providing 100% of the power your devices 
need.  Put simply: Why pay for 100 electrons when you only get 90 electrons of effective power? 
 
PEP’s power architecture design provides approximately 10% greater energy efficiency during normal 
daily operations and up to 20% greater energy efficiency during periods of backup power.  
 
Our PortSense™ smart power technology [patent pending] delivers the most cost-effective and carbon-
neutral power at any given time.  This dynamic input, power balancing function operates automatically, 
continuously, and in real time. For example, if several devices are drawing a total load of 90W, and a 
direct connected solar panel is delivering 70W, the PEP will prioritize and power the devices primarily 
from the solar panel, drawing only 20W of costly grid energy. This smart balancing further reduces utility 
bills and extends backup power.  
 
Our DirectDC™ in-platform technology [patent pending] eliminates the ‘cord clutter’ of individual device 
AC-to-DC inverters while further reducing energy inefficiencies and lowering utility bills. DirectDC™ 
eliminates ‘vampire loads’ that can waste 200W-500W per device per day. 
 

Generate You Own Power 

An expanding ecosystem of consumer-controlled power generation solutions offers renters new 
opportunities to further control their energy usage and costs. PEP can participate in this ecosystem and 
bring benefits to all consumers, especially renters.  
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Balcony Solar Solar Shades Solar Windows 
We Do Solar Solar Gaps Ubiquitous Energy 
 
PEP’s portable design and affordability enables everyone to collectively make a meaningful impact on 
climate change through their individual energy efficiency efforts, no matter whether they own or rent.  
 

FAQs 

Where would I use it? 
Where you have multiple devices plugged into a wall outlet or powerstrip or for devices you want to 
stay up when the power goes out.  
 

Can I backup my entire house with this? 
Multiple PEPs can be placed around your house to support your most critical devices such as 
entertainment center devices, computer desk area, internet router, smart home, web cameras, home 
healthcare devices, refrigerator, and kitchen devices.  
 

Can PEP support my air conditioning unit? 
Initial PEP models can support HVAC units, 20% of air conditioning electric load and 100% of gas furnace 
electric loads, during normal and backup operations for 3-10 hours.  We plan to expand normal and 
backup operations for HVAC systems in future higher storage capacity models.  
 

How long does it provide backup power? 
We view 4 hours to be the minimum PEP backup power duration for most devices and 10+ hours for 
larger appliances, like a refrigerator.  The duration can be extended by interconnecting multiple PEP 
units or directly connecting renewable energy sources like solar panels, solar shades, wind turbines, or 
other DC sources.  
 

How much does it cost? 
$573 for the PEP 500 (512W/.5kWh), $1434 for the PEP 1200 (1280W/1.28kWh), and $1720 for the PEP 
1500 (1536W/1.53kWh)i. 
 

How much does it save me? 
Average yearly savings from leveraging utility rates differences: $32 for the PEP 500, $78 for the PEP 
1200, and $112 for the PEP 1500.  Utility rate differences for Non-Peak and Peak can range from $0.14 
to $0.70 per kWh over 3-5 hours of daily Peak periods.ii   
 

https://we.do.solar/en
http://www.solargaps.com/
https://ubiquitous.energy/
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What’s the savings with solar? 
Renters can achieve greater savings with solar generation.  A typical US renter household with 3kWh of 
PEP capacity can save around $800 and reduce 1065 lbs. of carbon per year.  
 

What’s the payoff period? 
When PEP’s energy efficiency is combined with renewable energy sources, like solar or wind, the payoff 
period is 2-5 years. PEP has an anticipated 10+ year lifespan with the daily charge-discharge of internal 
LiFePo4 batteries. 
 
We believe PEP 500, PEP 1200, and PEP 1500 energy storage capacities meet the power needs of 
consumer devices. We provide PEP sizing guidance to customers by analyzing their utility rates, usage 
patterns, and the connected devices’ daily power needs. 
 

 
i Personal Energy Platform (PEP) prices represent current estimates in USD, actual retail prices may differ. 
ii Utility rates expressed in kilowatt hours (kWh) are representative of multiple US regional utility generation and 
full delivery rates. 


